TRADITIONAL BAITWELLS

MODEL 36
84-1470

84-1470, 85-1640
85-1663

HIGH PROFILE
93-1334

BW-50, BW-100, BW-200
F.O.B. FLA ONLY

®

AquaWorld Bait Tanks are molded from rugged UV-stabilized SURPASS resin which means years of use and incredible strength. Corners are rounded so bait cannot be trapped. As an added value, recessed cutting boards are made to fit flush in the top of each baitwell.
Traditional Bait Tanks are not plumbed.

E-Z RELEASE MOUNTING BRACKET & PUMP
With the Aqua-World E-Z Release Mounting Bracket there is no priming bulb needed and no noise! Simply mount the E-Z
Release Bracket underwater on the transom, flush with the bottom of the boat.
The submersible pump, in a cup assembly, slides into the bracket; snapping into a locking position.The pump is easily removed
by pushing the Flex-Tab forward and pulling the pump out of the bracket.
Water is pumped through the filter slots and supplied directly to the bait tank or bag above. Pump includes a 6 foot wire leads and
accepts 3/4" ID hose.(EZ-1100 accepts 1 1/8" ID hose or adapts to standard garden hose thread with included snap-on fitting.)

Model #:

GPH

EZ-360
EZ-500
EZ-700

360
500
700

Tank Cap.
Gal.
20
30
45

Amp. Draw

2.5
2.5
4

Shingle Creek OUTFITTERS
A name that can be associated with the most portable, convenient, durable,
versatile and attractive bait containers bait tanks and bait wells made today.

The Toho-Rig - Large Capacity Portable Livewell
The Toho-Rig is a large capacity portable Livewell System made of incredibly durable Surpass® resin. A complete aeration system
includes a 12-volt hi-capacity pump and a custom spray bar and hose. Over 640 square inches of surface area
provides maximum oxygenation to keep baits healthy and fish lively. Double-walled lids have molded-in cupholders, lure trays, a 16”
measuring rule and a large versatile center storage compartment.
A removable perforated divider allows baits to be kept separate from fish.
Special “hook and strap” supports adjust to keep the unit snugly secure in a wide variety of jon boats, row boats, skiffs and vee hulls.

Dimensions:
44"W, 16"D, 13"H (31" bottom width)
Available in gray, green or blue.
All lids are gray. Toho-Rig

Product #:
Gray 978000-Y

Blue: 978000-E

Green: 978000-N.
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